PRE QUALIFICATION OF CONTRACTORS
FOR THE YEAR 2018

The Bank of Khyber intends to construct and renovate new & existing branches and offices (all over Pakistan) in the year 2018. For the said purpose The Bank of Khyber invites applications along with complete profile for pre-qualification of contractors for participating in the renovation/interior/fabrication/maintenance works of its offices/branches during the year 2018.

The applications must reach on the below mentioned address on or before 15 January 2018 along with complete profile and detail including the following.

- Full name, address with contact numbers of person(s) duly authorized by firm to whom future correspondence be made, Status of Firm, date of registration.
- Legal status along with proof of registration with PEC and enlistment with the concerned provincial Government PE
- Proof of valid or renewed relevant registration
- Proof of being a taxpayer
- Organizational profile, relevant experience, past performance, list of clients and references
- Existing capabilities with respect to technical personnel, computing and engineering equipment, machinery and plant as may be the case
- Financial position for the last three years including bank statements and audited reports by an external auditor
- List of contracts in hand and completed during the past three years along with its cost and user satisfaction certificates related to banks.

- An undertaking by the contractor /firm to the effect “Neither the contractor/firm not its Directors/Stakeholders, as a whole or as a part, of the firm have ever been blacklisted / defaulted by any Public department / banks/organization.

- Certificate / affidavit that the firm is not in litigation with any client.

- Any other factor that a procuring entity may deem relevant, and is duly included in the bid solicitation documents, depending on the nature and complexity of the contract but not inconsistent with the Act and these rules.

Pre-Qualification documents including criteria for marking can be downloaded from BOK website: www.bok.com.pk

Note: The bidders who has already submitted the profile documents under the advertisement of pre-qualification of contractors for the year 2016-2017 (but not finalized), the resubmission is not required. However new profiles along with extra requisite documents will be accepted for improvement.